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Public Information Personnel and Scientists

A successful public information officer'is trustworthy, loyal, helpful,

friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and

reverent--everything, in short; that a good Boy Scout should be. And more.

"Mediator" is frequently added to the list. Mediation may be the

most difficult task of all for a public information officer whose "clients"
3 V .

../* are scientists, for he or )he must mediate between groups (journalists and
,

(journalists

t

scientists)c IVA only have4 .different goals and concerns but that also
e:

0. -"

.
tend to speak indifferent

W.,

lauVages-10 .. , r)
-

,

. On One side' of ttleylblik information officer'.N is, the ecientist\ , who is
, . .

% ...,
.

..,. -4 - intcpt upoic_uncoveet.ialgr.rievf: knowledge and who typically couches` fildings, in
,..::_. ..

.

. .% .....
- ..

o.

, t . 4.

a lahgdage that speaks, only to other .scientists in same specialtyarea.

On thd other side is the joUrnalist,who must tryto move knowledge

into t he public domain and who must translate scientific language into

.ordinary English.
.

Willingly.or not, many public information officers find themselv,esin

t he role of mediator because Tani in the information triangle presume that

,is the public information officer's proper function.
..

.

.

. .

Science journaliSts certainly make:that assumption. Cristine Russell,
. .

national scienc reporter for The Washington Post, said that "public
. . 1

information peop e serve as intermediaries" between scientists and the

. 1
press:

Even public information personnel make that assumption. As 'one noted

in a recent article: "Some researchdrs are doing excititig things, but

don't know how to communicate them through the mass media. Others fear
. .

,oe
media attention. You [public in,formation.personnelj must help them over-

come'ome thege obstacles.
"2

. .

..
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Mediation is one of the roles that has been both conceptually and

empirically identified by researchers interested in the behaviors of public

relations practitioners. One of the five roles delineated by Broom and

Smith in their classification of public relations practitioner 'behavior

was the "communication process facilitator." Public relations practitioners`
.

in this role, the authors said,-operate as "go-betweens"'or information.

mediators.
3

.

.,
-

.
o

. ...

Dozier'', using factor analysis to empirically identify-
.

and Smith's-
.. t

five roles, found something he called the "journalist7in-rdsidence,1' a,

.- -

role in which the public relations practitioner saw his -pr her, task as

-maintaining media contacts; placing press releases and serving-aS a liaison

- .

between media and individuals Vrtlun the organize ion.
4

But dO public information officers indeed play an effective mediating.

role? Few researchers have examined. in detail the'relationsfiip between

public information personnel,, journalists and scientists, and the findings

of those who have are equivocal.

Tichenc4,0lien, Harrison and ponohue --who studied the accuracy of °

mass media science stories--found that'521 of Sysample of scientists' said

their organizations hadspecific pblicies concerning reporting resehrch

to the public and that either.a public information officer-or a higher

administrator%(or.both) handled all such reports.

The authorS,also found that scientists ,who perceived the existence,

such strict organiZational'policies were more likel-y to report that resulting,

s.

journalistic stories were accurate than were scientists who did npt perceive '__

their institutions to have such policies. In this study, then,at'least

half of the respondents perceived some- mediation taking place, and it,seemed

5
to have a positive effect: the perception of tftoreaccurate stories.

4

s
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4 A
But two studies 'reported less positive findings.

In one, Bassett, Davison and Hopson found that although a grouli of

A

sociologists from six universities said that researchers have an obligation

to keep the public informed, they didn't view the public information

A offices at their universities. as being integral to the process. "University

news bureaus were not very, salient for the sociologists we interviewed. . .

they said. "Ingtead, images of the communication chain usually involved

.direct relations between sociologists and the mass media, or representatives
ti-

thereof. Furthermore, they said

O When. respondents were asked specifically to describe-their -

relations to their news bureaup, the model response was mildly . '

positive; a very few were rather strongly positive or somewhat .

negative. The sociologists nearly always liked the information

persoinel as individuals, when they were acquainted with them at
1

all, but were 1

bureau was doing.

sure whether they liked what the local news-
.

-

In a gtudy of scientists employed, by two Ohio universities, Dunwoody

.

iand Scott found that for 61% of the sample, public information or news:,

bureau personnel had initiated stories about the scientists' work. And-the

average percent4ge of stgEies per scientist initiated in this manner was 55%.

The authors speculated that if public information persons did indeed A

serve as "bufferb" between scientists and journalists, they might protect

scientists from the "unknowne'of'dealing with the Media: If thig were the
.

cage they hypothesized, then themore a scientist-worked with the pdblic

intOtmation office, the more positively he or she,should feel abot)IkMass,..:,

media Overage of 'science. However, they found no relationship whatsoever

,

5
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between reliance on\public information personnel and attitudes toward media

8
scierke-coverage.1

In an attempt tohelp flesh out thi.s.rather meager data base pertiining

to relationships between scientists and public information persons, .this

study, examines the following research eidestions:

.
. r .

(1) Do scientists think it is as important for-the public to know of

scientific research results as it is for other scientists to know of

research results?

5) Do scientists think it is important, for researchers to have the

skills to communicate effectively with nonscientists, and to what extent

do they think scientists should be free to,c9mmunicate with nonscientists?.
4 s t

(1) Do scientists perceive the mediation services offered by public,

information, personnel as hindeKingTor helping them in dea4ng with

,

journalists?

(4 Ifow much 'interaction is there between public information per-
.

sonnel and scientists?

(5)\Do scientists feel free to initiate stories with media shout their

research, and do they do so?

Samples of

e '

Method
. 1.

social and behavioral scientists and physical and biological

scientists were randoily draign from the American Men and Women" of Science

9 . .

reference books, The samples were drawn frbm these. because
..

. A
X

a VI,scientists listed have, reached a certain prominence and are likely to have
-

.
.

hid at least som e-contact with public information officers

a IPjourualists.
,

k

.

6
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Twenty'focialbehavioral scientists mnd-20 physical=biological
A

tx

. , b"
scientists were .sele.cted fOr the pi-lot test. Thirty of the 40 scientists

responded; for a return-rate of '75'7. None-identified problems with the '

. -

questionnaire, and no problems with the sampling procedure were encountered. 4

Pilot test results were combine du'ring data analysis with results from

the larger survey..

.

A total of 456 names was drawn during both the pilot study and the
:-

larger survey;-227 were social-behavioral scientists and 229 were physical -

biological scientists. A l'otal Of 487 'responded, for 'a'return rate of

tt>

Seven7page, two-part q- uestionnaires were mailed with cover letters and

return envelopes to the stifitists; one follow-up--which included the

questionnaire, doNTr letter'ziiid return envelope--was mailed.

Scientists responded_in Part 1 of the questionnaire to 34 attitude

statements, each of ,which summarized 'a potential barrier to the' communica,-

tion of science news to the public. A modified Likert scale followed

each item. Respondents,wereolesked to indicate whether they,"strongly

t.

disagreed," °disagreed," '"aged" or "strongly agreed" with the eitems, or
A .

were "undecide," "neutral'.1 or had "no opihion" about the statements.

The eight.items relevant to this study are reported in Table-1.4
12

In Part 2, respondents suppliee,information about the extent,to which ...

.they work with and through public'information'Officers and about their

,

academic and professional backiLunds.
. ( .

. .

Results

One item on the questionna ire testedthe fiist research -question-Do
i .

. .
- .

scientists think it is as important fat the publi,c to know of-scientific
. .

'

, 7

t
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4

,research results as it is for other scientists Co 'know of research results?

4 . .

The item (number 1 in Table 1), is: '-"Scientists are just as t*espOnsible,

a r

for,making their research findings qa!ailable to the public as they arefor
. .

leaking their results available to their colleagues."
it

Results are somewhat ambigu us in that 52% of the scientists agreed with.
4

the statement, while 48% disagreed. This means the difference between the

two percentages is,small enough to be accounted for by sampling error. In

effect, given the nature of the results, one must,conclude that respondents

- neither, agreed nor, disagreed with the statement.
40.

The second research question is: po scientists think it is important

for researchers to have the skills to communicate effectively with'non-
,

'scientists, and to what extent do they think scientists should be free to

communicate with nonscientists?

'The item used to 'test the irst part ofAhe questici is: "It is

important for scientists to learn how tip discuss their research in terms

that are clear to nonscientists" (Item 2, Table 1). The item used to test

0

the second pare of the question is: "Scientists should be free .todecide

how and when to deal with the popular media without interference or pressure

rom the institutions for which they work" (Item 3, Table 1). A

Scientists obviously think it is important for researchers to learn

how to comm unicate with nonscientists, as 97% agreed faith Item 2, and only`
%

3% disagreed. Scientists also agreed strongly that researchers should ihe

free to deal with the poplar media; 71% agreed with Item 3, while 29%

disagreed.

Research-question three. is: Do scientistspexceive the mediation

services offered by public information personnel as hindering or helping them
. .

e

8
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in dealing with journalists? Responses to Items 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in Tablet 1

provide 'some answers.

SCientists in this sample provided a qualified vote of oonfidence for

public information staffs. 'Although 66% of the respOndents agreed that

"public information personnel sometimes hinder scientists who want to be

completely open about their research efforts" (Item 4),72% in icated they

think that ."public information staffs generally make it easier for scien-

tiststo deal with journalists" (Item 6). The two items may not be precisely

contradictory,,since they could .be interpreted as indicating that public

information staffs generally are helpful, although under certain circum-

stances they are a hindrance.

The positive evaluatiOn of public informa tiurc-pe-rstrarret-isaffi-rmedi-rr

Item 7, with only 15% of the sample agreeing that "it would'be a good idea

for public and private.instieutiohs to dismaritle their public information

staffs and'to allow Scientists to deal directly with journalists."

Recognition of specific fnctions performed by public ififoimation

personnel can be found in two items.\,

&_,
Three-fourths of the sample agreed that "public information staffs

sometimes shield- scientists from journalists when the scientist's do not

6

want to talk to media representatives" (Item 5). Although such' a function

would be, viewed as a negative one by journalists, scientists may very well

think such protection is an important mediating function of public informa-

tion offices.

And 93% of the sample agreed that "most scientifictraining does not

adequately teach those who,go-tbrough it to communicate with media represen-

/".
tative:S" (Item 8). This may indicatip that scientists recognize the need for

t,
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a "skilled" buffer between them and the,me'dia, or that existing buffer

(public information persobnel) are unsatisfactory and that they themselves

must learn to communicate more effectively With jou,rnalists.

Data relating to the fourth research question -How much interaction is

there between public information personnel and scientists ? -are reported

. _

inITable 2. Results indicate that scientists do interact tp sobe,extent
4 d

with 'public 'information personnel, but that most, stories published in the

media are not a result of such interactions.

Responses to two items indicate that scientists'have the opportunity,

,

and in fW do attempt, to communicate-with the.popular media through public

informationoffices.

0.3

Responses ghow that 92%,of the'screptists surveyed work at institutions'
, .

having public information offices'(Item 1), and that 60% of thescientists

II II -sonilnatecithzoughpubli7c. info -

mation offices (Item 2).
,

On the other hand, the,data suggest that scientists do riot often

initiate contact with public information officers (Item 3). Only 37% of the

respondents said they.suggest story ideas. to a jfublic information officer,

while.63% said they do not suggest ideas, as shownvin Table 2.
.

And responses to Item 4 indicate that few respondents view the public

dissemination office as the preferred locus of-contact with the media.

. Eleven percent said they prefer to ask the pkiblic information staff to

disseminate the news, white 8l7 prefer to deal with journalists 41 direct,

personal interviews and 9% prefer to issue news 'eeleages.-'

Respondents were 6sked to recall the genesis of Any actual contacts

.#
f. '1

they bad with journalists the previous year. As Items 5, 6 and 7 indicate,

)
I I

10
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9

the scientists perceived the public infoimation office.to have played a

relatively minor role in initiating the contacts, while they perceived the

t

journalists themselvds to have figured heavily as ini:tiators. ,.

While 72% of the sampleoindicated that none of their contacts. with

. .

' journal'ists had been initiated via public information personnel (Iteg5),

877 noted that from 25 to 100% of their joyrhalistic contacts were-

initiated by the .ioUrnalists themselves (Item 7). And 63% of the respon-

.dentLs Indicated that journalists initiated 91. or more of the.encounters'

the most minor, nole as

)
.

they had,during the ast yer. Sc4.entistsylayed

inItiatees; only 12% of the respOndenti said they, had initiated any '

r
: ' . /:

. ..
-

journalistic encounters at all (Item 6).
. i

..
.-

- - ,

Research question five is: no scientists feel free tosinitiate stories"
. .;

.with the media about theirjesearch, and dO they do so?
V.

°

. .Item 9 in Table 2 indicates that respopdents ipsleed feel frde to

initiate storms about their research.. But Item 8 indicates that only 167
c.

.

haVe eAr done so. And, as noted earlier, only 127.of the sample acknow-
,-

...J...

ledge8 that they had initiated journalistic contacts within the past year

(Item 6). 4

.4J4-

t COnClUSWIIS

''. Some.reilts of this survey of 'prominent scientists must be construed
. ,

. ', 4 I,

as good news for public informatitn personnel at institutions where the

main' business is scientific discovery, while some results must be viewed

4

.as bad news.

The good'news is.that large numbers of 'scientists work at institutions

having public information offices, and they apparentty have positkVe feelings

r
f
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1 . .- .

toward public information personnel. Almost ail think it would be bad for
..

. . .

4 k

l'.

iriststutions to scrap their public informatibn offices', and most.agree that-
.

publieinformation persons typically make'it'eailer
.

for scientists to deal -

V

with journalists. '
. / .'4" . . -

. .

. ,

Furthermore, a large numller of social-behavioral and physicaf-biolOgical.
4

. ,
. ;

.

scientists think it is important for researchers to.domMunicate thht findilpgs -

.
i e

. . , . .
. .

to nonscientists. Indeed, rpugply hdlf of- the, scientists surveyed ffiink,it
.

. . .

t- ii ap inipOrtant for scientists to-make research results'available)io the
. .. . .

,
. .

public as it.is'to make them available to their fellow scientisls.(Item 1,®
... 4 .

..

. ..

Tbl,e 1). r . .
.c

. . .
.,

In addition, neailx alrAbelieve it, is impOrtant foracientis:ts to

A learn how to communicate' effectively with'n'odscieentists .(Item 2, Ttable. 2) and 8

.
.

., .

. 'n

nearl three-fourths think scientists sh u d be fr- to decide how and when
OP p

a 4

, p-deal"Wi0 tAlpe media without interference (Item 3, Tahlee 1).
., .

. 43 .

'
These,positive attitlides.cannothelp:Vut make a.Pntic informat.io;.

. .-
. .( .

P'.,''
.... ,oUicer's job'far easier. -

.
_

t

The lad'new6 'a that4sgientists dOn't -seem to use,public information
v

Th '''' '-, . -

.

they
.

personnel much, and they pkceive pUblic information Persons to'be hindranceiand
14,

,
....

. . . .7 . . .
.

.

, . , .
. in some situations. . ' .

.

:-.-1
, \

.

e 4, .

.

.
.

Few scientists actually initiate stories '1.1,ith public;information,officers
. s. 1 .- l

.

.(item 3, Table 2);"tghen a public infrmation office i i-avii.lable and they need '

.

only calf staff 1..Ty rs, most donot do so. Also,'847 of dierespo ndents
.

rarely initiate stories with he media (Item 8, Table 2), althoilgh,857
r .

e , .
,.. N .

. -

apparently feel free to do sd if they so choose (Item 9, Table 2)-.
.- .

'
. ..

.,

In 'addition, scientists in the sample seem to prefer direct personal , %..

,
c>..

contact with.joUrnalists to news conferinee, news releases and other contacts
.

12



through a public information staff (Item.4, Table 2). Scientists seem to

.think, that few of their contao* with journalists are initiated by pUblic
O

<-

information personnel (Item 5, Table 2)..

These somewhat contradictory findings are consistent with those of

Bassett, et al;. Scientists apparent,ly want public information persons
a

.around, but they don't seem to view them as integral to the dissemination

4proceis.
13

Furthermore, these results, along with those of Bassett, et al, appear

to contradict the assertion of some public information persons that they

control what the news media print about their institutions-Itt journalists

..

.
.

.

rarely have a story in-mind, but instead rely on public information personnel
. ,

to gederate'an idea and/or supply a source. This finding implies. a much

.

more active role for the journalist t some
.
have assumed.' -..,

HoweGer, one might well question the accuracy of scientists' -perceptions
,

,...

. '-. ' 0
. ,-.

..-

:-of the,.pUblic information officer's role. Ironically, some scientisty .,Opa:

1

not view public information persons asdintegral"to the proceSs becautt
..,

/---N
-_ ... .

.

'public information officers are doing their jobs (5-cilvell. . '

,.

....--....---

:,,,,
. ,, . .

, !
it lipile a public info ation -officer must mediate between,the s'cientis ,

, ,

..

-

.:

. and the. journalist, that doesnol.mean the public informatiOn'o'ffidetstid
, --_

. ;...e,;

-;,

attempt to control what a scientist says. The public information'olliC'er,
.

.

... .

should facilitate communication between the gjourna-iist'aniPthe-S4enti4.,

--..-
A public information officer tries to direct,an _inguirini:IiIigt io,... --.'"'': -!'-?-

, ...=..,
.

.

. .
l'f''"4,--'"....

6
A . = , .,?-4.!: - - -. -.9:C z-ili -..

;

the' "best" sc ientist-source. If the job is done well? a'kientisitaynever,
. :.

.I .......

, 44,,tt

+ ?4 ' 4.

know about the role of the public informatid officer in.fadilitgii .:.

.--,-'1,-
-,.:..

I

`communication.

''f
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A scientist maybe ev9n less aware of a public information officer's
. 4

role when the latter has ,m ely suggested a story idea and a specific

tfnz., scientist- source to a jou narist,.who had no real Story idea in mind at the.

<

time he or she contacted e public nformation officer.
.o<

A potential problem for p lic i format rsonnel is evident in

results showing that scientists r strongly that researchers

should be free to communicate with the, public as they see fit, and not as

'the institutions for which they work--or thexinstituition's -public information

officers--see fit.(Item 3, Table 1). t

Problems may arise when public information personnel--who are,fafter all,

representatives of the institutions far which they wok and not represents-
.

,.=

tives,of the individual scientists they s-hveL.--must work with persons who are

extremely independent, and who feel strongly that they should be able to deal

with media representatives without interference.

IP' , .

4 ,

Institutional goals and individual scientists' goals typically coincide.

0

However, insti,ttonal goals and individual goals, can conflict (e.g., when

A

a scientist wants to release research results right away and the institution

wants to delay news dissemination for a time). A public information officer

wha must.diffuse thiS-conflict is in a difficult position indeed.

Another fttential problem lies in the fact that some scientists claim

that public information staffs-occAsidnally shield researchers from

journalists when the scientists don't care to talk (rtem 5, Table 1).

Suchshielding,sof course, adds a layer of bureauCracy that makes it

much more difficult for A professional journalist to do his or her job.

And the, more difficult it is for a journalist to do a job, the less likely

.

O

I'
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t.

it is that a thoroughly accurate,. Clear and complete report will resUlt.

And the more likely it is that hdttilitY and mistrust will arise among

journalisi,,scientist and public information offiCer.

While scientist* may approve of and support public information

personnel who "protect" them from media representatives, public information

persons should realize,the problems of "protecting" sources frbm the media.
t"-::,: . ,

, ,
.

..,,,r4e.

How can public persons overcome some of Itroblems that ,,
. -

are evident in the results of this survey? Those.involved in the public

dissemination of science-news might well consider these recommendations:
f

(1) Public information officers should try to develop at their

kistitutions formal programs /limed at'helping scientists improve their
.

communication skills. The need for such programs is obvious," given the

findings that: Many'scientists think it is important for researchers to

disseminate their results to the public (Item 1, -Table 1); scientists agree

they should know how to communicate with nonscientists (Item 2, Table 1);

and scientists contend that scientific training does not adequa(ely train

researchers to communicate with nonscientists (Item 8, Table 1).k

It is imperative that such programs teach scientists how to-get their

points 'Across., while a the same time being opeu, honest, clear and concise

with journalists.

Formal training programs would have several advantages. Scientists

would know how to work with journalists and the latter would be'less likely

to become unhappy or hostile about the way a source reacts. .Such programs

might well bring public information personnel and scientists closer together

so that scientists might use public information officers- more, as velf=as

feel positively toward them.
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O

And they might well reduce the number of misunderstandings and hurt

, feelings'on-tbe'part of scientists who must deal wit, 4oUrnalists and public

information persons;* the more positive the experiences are, the more likely

scientists are to cooperate in the future.

(2) Public information personnel should try to convince researchers

p

.

f the importance of working with journalists, even when the scientists would

rather avoid reporters.

Evidence that scientists sometimes prefer to avid media representatives

is found in this research. For example, while scientists prefer to deal with

journalists in direct personal interviews (Item 4, Table 2), they almost

°never initiate stories with the media'(Item 8, Table 2), even though almost

all of them feel free to do so (Item 6, Table 24. - -fir addition, most

scientists think that. public information staffs sometimes shield scientist$

from journalists when the researcherf don,'b want to talk (Item 5, Table 1),

ndicating, of course, that scientists sometimes actively avoid reporters.

The advantages of having public information officers convince scientists

to talk to reporters are obvious.

A journalist who is helped is much more cooperatie and understanding

than one whose efforts are hindered. Furthermore, scientists who have positive

experiences with journalists are more likely to cooperate with media represen-
-

tatives in the:future. That has to make the public information officeris

job easier.;

(3) Public information_personnel-need to develop formal mechanisms

whereby scientists are sought out-forstary ideas. Results of this study

suggest that scientists are reticent about going to public information
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rsons with ideas.(Item 3,, Table 2), perhaps because of peer-pressure, Or

relu tance to take on more work or fear of journalists. Whatever the reason,

scientis apparently doh', seal( out public information personnel, so they

must seek ou the scientists,.
14

-

(4) Public ,nformation officers must try to convince others in an

institution that the
x
.4ss inteiferepce with a,.scientist's freedom to discuss

his or her research resultaxthe better.

It is quite clear that soine public information officers have not

s6cceeded well in this task (if the have attempted it): Puny 65% of the
O

scientists indicate that public information staffs sometimes hinder their

efforts to be completely open about their research (Item.4,Table 1).

Presumably, pressures to stifle-the flow of information stem4from persons

other than professional public information officers.

When one couples the attempt to hinder information flow with the

independence of some scientists (Item 3, Table 1), one gets a fairly

tile situation, a siiivation that is not good for the scientist, the

institution or the pulA information officer. Such a situation virtually

O

guarantees tension within the institution and a bad press.

That is why public information pergtins must wage a constant struggle

against any attemptswithin their organizations to,hinderthe free flow of

information.,

f
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Table 1

Scientisti' Attitudes Toweard Public Information Staffs, Communication

. . ..
Train?,ng and Their Freedom, Obligation to Disseminahe Research Results

Strongly Strongly
IteM Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Mean

(i) Scientists are just'as responsible
,

for making their research findings
available to the public as they are for
making their results available to their
,colleagues.

(2) It is important for scientists to
learn how to disduss their research in
terms that are clear to nonscientists.

(3) Scientists should be free to decide
how and when to deal with the popular
Media without interference or pressure
from the institutions for which they
work.

(4) Public iflfOrmation personnel
sometimes hinder scientists who want
to be completely open about their
research efforts.

(5) Public information staffs sometimes
shield scientists from journalists
when the scientists do not want to talk
to media representatives.

(6), Public information staffs generalf,y
make it easier for scientists to deal
with journalists.

(7) It would be a good idea for'public
and private institutiogs to dismantle
their public informatitn. staffs and to
allow scientists to deal directly with
,journalists.

(8) illost scientific training does toe
adequately teach those who go thrbugh
it to communicath with media repre
sentatives. ,

. .

f
.

Note: A "1" on the original questionnaire indicated "strongly disagree," while a
"4" indicated "strongly agree." Consequently, the higher he mean score in the table,
the more respondents agreed with a given statement. ..I 0

21% 31% 35% 13% 2.6

73% 24% 2% 1% 3.7

38% 22% 7% 3.6

19% 47%'- 27% 7% 2.8

16% 59% .18% 8% .2.8

15% 57% .197 9% 2.8

4% 11%, 51% 35% ' 1.3

. 7

i

.

,

-sr' g

51% . 4g7 5% 2%.' 3.4

20'
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Table 2

Scientists .Reports of Interaction Betvieen

Themselves, Public Information'Persdnnel

r

-(1)-

(2)

(3)

I.

?

(4)

Scientist's institution has a public information4offica:

Yes
No

Scientist sometimes has research results disseminated
through public -information office:

Yes

No
,....

Scientist suggests'story ideas to public information

office:
..

.

Yes
,

,No 4
T.

1

r 4.,'referred methOd of dealing with journalists:

.

New rele

. z

i

42%

8%

.60%

41%

,%.

37%
63Z

9%

.

,

I
Direct personal dnterview 817

.News conference , "0

' Through publi6' infotmatiiin staff 11%

'

.

(5) Approximate percentage of contacts with*journaliats
.initiated by public information specialists:

None

10-40%

50-100%.

(6) Approximate percentage of contacts with. journalists
initiated by scientistss

.1
None
10 -100 %'

1

12%
887

0. , -; .

(7) Approximate percentage of contacts. with journalists
initiated by journalists:

4

None 1 i t.' 13%,

25-90% . .i*. 24%

91-100% 63%

21

.4
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-(8) Scientist initiates stories with medi

.

9'

(9)

P
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kj0
Scientist feels free to initiate stories:'
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